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Solving Legal Issues in Electronic Government:
Jurisdiction, Regulation, Governance

John D. Gregory†

Introduction

Electronic communications are changing the world in radical ways because of the increase in value of information, the ease by which digitization transforms some kinds of things into data, the malleability of data, and their mobility in a system where borders tend to disappear.1 A number of challenges arise for government that question its ability to govern and its character as we have come to know it. At the limit, it can be said that many governmental questions for the electronic age are being decided not by politicians, or even by traditional power elites, be they economic or military, but by engineering consortia, to some extent self-appointed and, up to recently, little known.

This paper looks at who can be governed, what can be governed, and how it can be governed in an electronic world. Whether law aims to be enabling (i.e., confirming the ground rules and the legal effectiveness of general conduct) or normative (i.e., imposing standards of conduct on more or less willing subjects), the new media presents difficulties for its rational evolution.

These are distinct questions from those raised by government online.2 Electronic service delivery issues tend to focus on how government can carry on its traditional programs using electronic means and how the law can support it in doing so. The programs themselves evolve through the changing media, but not so much that they stop being recognizable. The transformation of government to deliver services electronically is just beginning, and the changes are not yet dramatic.

Here we start with a view of “jurisdiction”, which considers how governments can regulate private conduct, whether in resolving disputes, protecting consumers, or repressing criminal or other offensive behaviour. The discussion looks at the courts and other dispute resolution methods, administrative processes, and alternative means to achieve the goals that have traditionally been sought by systems of direct commands and penalties. We then look at questions of the role of government faced with an electronic economy, particularly monetary and fiscal policy and taxation in general. The impact of electronic communications on the functioning of the democratic system is next: electronic publication of laws, electronic voting, governance models and public expectations. Finally, we review how technical rules and standards affect conduct that has been the purview of government, and some of the technical standards bodies whose role becomes more important in the electronic age.

Legal developments in these fields are more recent than those in electronic service delivery, and they are more affected by developments in technology. The categories of analysis used here are not yet fixed. Some hints of their evolution can be seen, however, and those with an interest in government have some obligation to try to discern where and how to act when appropriate.

Jurisdiction

Resolving disputes

One of the earliest functions of government was to resolve disputes between its subjects. Few, if any, governments lack a system of courts for this purpose. Courts have counted on the power of the state to enforce their rulings, and that power physically extended as far as the power of the state itself, which is to say, to the borders of the state and no further. Communications, personal movement and commerce between states have, for many years, presented challenges to the application of law and the competence of courts based in one state. Doctrines of law to decide who gets to hear disputes and whose law applies have a long history.3 Over the years, an array of bilateral or multilateral arrangements have also been made to enforce judgments made in other states,4 and that work continues to this day.5

Electronic communications have exacerbated these challenges. Both the volume and the nature of communications have changed. The number of electronic messages sent over the Internet is in the billions each
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The nature of the Internet is that any computer connected to it can be accessed by any other computer connected to it. Information is available on a "pull" basis, meaning that the person wanting information has to "go" and get it, by requesting that it be sent. Cross-border transactions nowadays run particularly on the World Wide Web, which makes this kind of communication very easy. However, developments in commercial practices and in web technology complicate the picture, so that "push" techniques are also known, by which people receive information or offers at the initiative of the sender, whether by prior subscription or by some other form of selection.

Through the courts

What disputes about electronic communications are properly before the courts of any one place? Courts have been wrestling with this subject for several years, and lawmakers in some places more recently. Most of the judicial decisions have come from the United States. This is not the place to canvass the trends in detail. Suffice it to say that courts have become more subtle in their reasons for deciding to take or not to take jurisdiction over online disputes. For a while, a consensus formed around what was called the "active/passive" test associated with the Zippo case. A court would take jurisdiction if the electronic communications offered active engagement in a transaction in the territory of the court. Passive communication, merely making information available, was not enough. This approach was adopted by the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Braintech v. Kostiuk, in which the Court refused to enforce a Texas judgment against a defendant resident in British Columbia on the ground that the Texas court had not properly taken jurisdiction over the case.

More recently, the active/passive test has been questioned, partly because not all cases are going that way, and partly on principle. As Internet commerce becomes more interactive, merchants doing business online would be exposed to an increasing number of courts and legal regimes, whether or not they really wanted to do business in all the territories from which their sites may be reached. Professor Geist proposes a "targeting" principle, based on an "effects test": where was the communication intended to have an effect, both subjectively (depending on the targets the merchant had) and objectively (whether it was reasonable to expect the communication to have an effect).

To some extent, questions of law and forum have been answerable by parties to transactions, who can choose such matters by contract, subject to limits imposed to protect vulnerable parties or for public policy reasons. Such choices can be made online, and at least one Ontario court has enforced that choice. The law on what is allowable by contract does not need to change very much because of the medium. The same is true for the law applicable to the dispute, once the court has taken jurisdiction.

The work of The Hague Conference on recognition and enforcement of judgments has been mentioned. From 1998 through 2002, the working group paid a good deal of attention to the impact of electronic communications on its principles, but without resolution. The discussions became more complicated lately because holders and users of intellectual property have argued that intellectual property rights in one country might be enforced through a Hague Convention in another country, even if the policy balance of IP rights in the enforcing country were different. Concerns were expressed as well about enforcement of judgments that affect free speech differently in different countries. In the spring of 2002, the Conference decided to defer work on electronic aspects of jurisdiction, to focus on "core" principles.

Pending some resolution of these difficult questions at the international level, there is little role for domestic law reform on the jurisdiction question in civil matters. The interprovincial borders in Canada are no more porous than the international borders. The law of jurisdiction in Canada itself has been restated by the Supreme Court of Canada in recent years. The principle has been embodied in uniform legislation, to date not widely implemented. Applying the law to the facts of electronic communications — knowing how much impact is needed to make a real and substantial connection with a court's territory — is harder. The topic is a live one, in Canada and in many other countries.

Through online dispute resolution

Not only is resolving disputes through the courts often very slow, but the increasingly international character of electronic communications increases the strength of the case for using alternative means of resolving disputes. Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) is coming into its own, at least in principle. In general, dispute resolution is offered in a wide range of forms and with many techniques, but they come down to two: either the process definitively resolves the dispute for the parties (arbitration), or it encourages the parties to come to their own resolution (mediation). A broader concept extends to techniques of avoiding disputes in the first place. While dispute resolution services are generally private rather than governmental, governments have supported the use of alternative dispute resolution practices both by legislation and by other methods. Dispute resolution is seen as a continuum, from courts through administrative or quasi-judicial tribunals (often specialists in their subject matter) to the full range of private techniques.

A number of commercial and not-for-profit organizations are offering their services for ODR these days.
Consumers International did a study of the criteria by which one would judge such services, at least from the point of view of consumers, and evaluated over 30 organizations according to these criteria. The criteria suggested were availability, affordability, impartiality, transparency, effectiveness, liability (legal due process, recognition of statutory rights at play) and oversight. Its conclusions were that “consumers at present cannot and should not trust that alternative dispute resolution systems available online can offer adequate redress”. In December 2000, The Hague Conference on Private International Law, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) held a seminar on ODR, which canvassed a number of the outstanding issues. The number of sources of information is increasing rapidly.

Closer to home, the American Bar Association constituted a task force on electronic commerce and alternative dispute resolution. It held hearings in the United States and Europe and published a draft report of the key issues and recommendations, scheduled for consideration at the August 2002 annual meeting of the ABA.

The best known operating example of ODR is the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)’s Uniform Dispute Resolution Procedure (UDRP), which resolves disputes over Internet domain names. This works through a roster of arbitrators from around the world, selected for their familiarity with the Internet and electronic commerce. The UDRP is not an exclusive recourse, and disputants are still able to take domain name disputes to the courts. The exact boundary between the contractual recourse to the UDRP and the compulsory jurisdiction of the courts remains to be developed fully. Courts were slow to recognize the legitimacy of alternative dispute resolution offline. It is likely that an accommodation will be reached more quickly for ODR.

In any event, governments find the process of interest. The negotiating draft text of the Free Trade Agreement of the Americas published in July 2001 provided that all domain name disputes among participating countries should be submitted to the UDRP. Meanwhile, the Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA), which manages the .ca top level domain, has set up its own dispute resolution policy for domain names, modelled after the UDRP and offered online.

Civil regulation

Of more direct concern to governments than the resolution of private disputes is the exercise of regulatory control, where governments have made rules for private conduct that they want to see obeyed. Electronic and borderless communications pose several challenges to such civil regulation. First, unregulated enterprises can readily “enter” the territory electronically to solicit business, for example, by electronic mail. Second, consumers, or other groups that the rules are designed to protect, may deliberately or unwittingly deal with enterprises who are beyond the control of the consumers’ governments and possibly not subject to their rules. Third, many services and intangible goods (software and recorded music being common examples) can be provided through electronic media, and payments made online, so no physical contact is needed between merchant and customer at any stage of a transaction.

The legal response to these challenges is less well developed than that to the jurisdiction of the civil courts. A number of attempts are being made, however, some based on law and some on education or private self-help.

Administrative law responses

Four Canadian regulatory tribunal decisions have attacked the issue directly.

The Canadian Radio-Television Commission

The first is the decision of the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) on regulating the Internet itself. The CRTC decided that it had the legal power to regulate the Internet, because material that was not alphanumeric text or customizable for individual users fell within the definition of “broadcasting”. However, it also decided not to regulate it at this time, because the public interest did not require it. There were enough sources of information and enough diverse voices, and the ability to provide content on the Internet was sufficiently easy, that the values to be protected by regulation did not need such protection.

It might be noted that the physical infrastructure of the Internet and the market conduct of the participants, be they telephone companies or cable companies or Internet Service Providers (ISPs), are subject to regulation. What is not regulated is the content, though that is subject to the usual criminal laws about obscenity and illegal gaming, for example. Values of free speech would tend to persuade one not to try to impose any regulation on content not applied offline as well.

The Alberta Securities Commission

An important Canadian case which did regulate online activity was the World Stock Exchange decision of the Alberta Securities Commission in 1999. Securities were being sold electronically in Alberta by a company (World Stock Exchange: WSE) registered in the Cayman Islands and operating from a server based in Antigua. The principals of the WSE lived in Edmonton, Alberta. The principals of many of the companies listed on the WSE also lived in Alberta.

The Commission found that it had jurisdiction to investigate the sale of securities by the WSE. Not only
were the principals in Alberta, but Albertans were able to trade securities through the WSE. The Commission examined at length the purpose of the regulatory scheme in the Securities Act, and found a system by which stock exchanges regulated elsewhere were recognized as legitimate for Alberta purposes. However, unregulated exchanges were subject to direct orders of the Commission. The WSE was not regulated anywhere else, and thus there was a need for regulation to protect Albertans. This fell within the statutory purpose, and justified action by the Commission. There was no place better suited to regulate than Alberta, no other place appeared ready to regulate, and there was some hope of enforcing orders because of the residence of the principals.

The Copyright Board

The other Canadian administrative decision of note in a discussion of civil regulation is that of the Copyright Board in determining a tariff for public performance of musical works online. The Board had to discuss a number of issues that resemble those of other regulatory bodies: when is a communication effected on the Internet? Who effects communications on the Internet? When does the act of authorizing a communication on the Internet occur? When does a communication on the Internet occur in Canada?

The Copyright Board decided that music is not performed when made available on a server, but only when it is communicated in response to a request. The person who puts information on a server communicates it when it is pulled from the server and that person is responsible for its communication. Internet intermediaries, such as Internet service providers, do not communicate the work. Communication occurs at the site of the server where the music is stored, wherever the request came from or the location of the original Web site. Thus the tariff could apply only to servers located in Canada to which content has been posted. The decision was appealed by several of the parties. The Federal Court of Appeal generally upheld the findings on the liability of intermediaries.

The Board’s decision to tie the legal rights to the server was overruled. It must be said that the original holding was unusual. The United Nations Model Law on Electronic Commerce, followed by the Uniform Electronic Commerce Act and most of the implementing statutes in Canada, provide that an electronic message is sent from the place of business of the sender, and received at the place of business of the recipient. The purpose of this is to focus on the real legal relationships and the places in which the parties to a communication operate, and not on where the server is, which may be an arbitrary place, possibly even unknown to the parties who establish communications or a Web site. It is also arguable that putting the weight of the law on the location of the server makes avoiding the law too easy, since the location of the server in practice makes almost no difference to the quality of the communications or the facility with which a content provider can use the service or operate on the Internet. Moving the server out of the jurisdiction, or leasing space on a foreign server, is therefore often not difficult at all. The presence of the server could even be argued not to be a “real and substantial connection” with a particular territory for the purposes of establishing jurisdiction of a court in private disputes. The Federal Court of Appeal focussed on the real and substantial connection in overturning the Board’s decision.

That this decision dealt with copyright is significant in itself. One of the main tools for regulating content on the Internet is the enforcement of intellectual property rights. Allegations of copyright infringement have been used to banish from the Internet material that the copyright holders did not want published for other reasons. Copyright law was used by broadcasters and program producers to chase their webcaster competitor iCraveTV off the Internet, allowing time for the traditional industries to figure out how to profit from the new medium. “Business process patents” have been used, particularly in the United States but potentially in Canada as well, to control competition. As noted earlier, the international enforceability of intellectual property rights is one of the key points on which the debate turned with respect to the proposed Hague Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments. Intellectual property is protected only because of government action, i.e., legislation, and government can use the nature and scope of intellectual property to help channel behaviour in electronic communications. Developing this argument would take us beyond the scope of the present article.

The Canadian Human Rights Tribunal

The Canadian Human Rights Tribunal decided in early 2002 that hate literature appearing on a Web site based in the United States was nevertheless capable of constituting material disseminated by use of telephonic communications within the authority of the government of Canada, and therefore that it could make an order to remedy this activity. The Tribunal found that the overwhelming majority of Internet communications were carried by telephone, despite the existence of alternatives like cable or satellite, and that the use of the phone network was the key, not the type of device used to connect to it. The Tribunal ordered the respondent to stop disseminating the offensive material on the site. As the respondent has apparently ceased to reside in Canada, the enforcement of the order may prove problematic. The Tribunal recently ordered offensive parts of another Web site removed from the site, finding once again that postings on a Web site constituted telecommunications for the purpose of the Tribunal’s enabling statute.
Consumer protection

One of the major tasks that governments have set themselves in the past few decades is the protection of the consumer against improper business practices. Consumer protection statutes have become commonplace, either general in scope or aimed at particular areas of mischief. Business-to-consumer electronic commerce presents a paradigm case of the difficulties described earlier of knowing who is doing what with whom. How do the established consumer protection rules apply online? Governments have chosen a range of ways to respond to these difficulties.

Canada

The consumer protection laws in Canada are not uniform, though the general approach to most issues is consistent. This presents a number of challenges for a harmonized approach to applying or extending protection in electronic commerce. Canada’s approach in practice to protecting consumers on the Internet has been to push for information, so that consumers can make their own decisions. A working group representing business, consumers and governments developed guidelines for proper conduct in Internet consumer commerce which emphasized disclosure of information about where the merchant was and what rules governed the transaction. The guidelines do not address the merchant’s problem in knowing where the consumer is, though opportunities for fraud on the consumer’s part also exist. Presumably, the scale of the problem is not so large as those caused by the inaccessible merchant. If a consumer buys hard goods they must be delivered, allowing the consumer to be traced or the relevant jurisdiction identified before delivery. If a consumer pays by credit card, then the payment is fairly safe for the merchant wherever the consumer is, though there are some risks for the merchant as well in remote transactions. For a consumer to get recourse against an unknown merchant is still harder.

In the spring of 2001, the disclosure principle formed the basis of a template for legislation by the provinces and territories to protect consumers in Internet transactions. The work has been built to a large extent on existing directives about “direct selling.” The template requires that all the essential terms of a contract be available to the consumer before the transaction is made, and then that the contract itself be delivered after it is made. The consumer is allowed to rescind contracts made where the merchant does not comply with the rules. In addition, if the transaction has been paid for by credit card, the consumer is given rights to have the credit card issuer reverse charges where the merchant has not complied with the rules.

Manitoba enacted consumer protection rules as part of its electronic commerce legislation in 2000. The rules are much like those in the template, including the rights against credit card issuers. Alberta has by regulation made the template, which it played a major role in developing, part of its law. The template does not deal with the jurisdiction question directly; the text does not say to what transactions it applies. Further work is underway on that topic. In sum, the governments have, to date, made law on what is to be disclosed and provided a private remedy for not disclosing it. They leave to the courts the task of deciding when the private remedy will be available, pending a legislative solution.

One should note a particular kind of consumer protection regulation: French language rules in Quebec. Quebec has legislation requiring that enterprises transact business with the public predominantly in French, and that advertising for these enterprises should be predominantly French as well. The Office of the French Language has stated that this extends to Web sites of businesses with an address in Quebec, where products are available to consumers in Quebec, wherever the server is located. It does not purport to apply Quebec law to enterprises with no physical presence in the province. The Office has engaged over the years in some correspondence with Quebec businesses that it thought had too much English on their Web sites. It has recently won a couple of prosecutions, in the Quebec Provincial Court, in support of its claims of jurisdiction.

United States

The United States has taken a different tack, nationally. Its federal legislation authorizing the use of electronic documents and electronic signatures, the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act, known as E-SIGN, expressly excludes or limits its application to consumer transactions. The Act is particularly concerned with “post-transaction” and “post-default” notices, where the consumer may suffer adverse consequences for failure to receive or to reply to the communication. In other cases, E-SIGN requires clear evidence that the consumer is capable of communicating electronically with the merchant, for example by confirming the contract through the same communications channel to be used for later communications. An early evaluation of how these provisions were working was inconclusive, but participants wanted the legislation left in place rather than being amended before people learned to live with it.

Proposed U.S. federal “interim final” rules pursuant to this Act have been published by the Federal Reserve Board for financial transactions. According to the Board, its rules constitute...

... uniform standards for the electronic delivery of federally mandated disclosures under five consumer protection regulations: B (Equal Credit Opportunity), E (Electronic Fund Transfers), M (Consumer Leasing), Z (Truth in Lending), and DD (Truth in Savings).

Under the rules, financial institutions, creditors, lessors, and others may deliver disclosures electronically if they
obtain consumers’ consent in accordance with the requirements of the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (the “E-Sign Act”), enacted in June 2000. The Board’s interim rules provide guidance on the timing and delivery of electronic disclosures, consistent with proposed rules issued by the Board in August 1999, to ensure consumers have adequate opportunity to access and retain the information.83

In short, U.S. federal action rests on a combination of limiting consumer transactions in electronic commerce, and requiring disclosure of the kinds provided in Canada as well. The Federal Reserve Board is responsible for monitoring compliance with its rules, and has a range of sanctions available for non-compliance. In short, so long as an offending institution is within its reach, the electronic medium of the communications does not matter. Once the communications are coming from abroad, there is a problem.

The debate continues in the United States about how many consumer-protection limits should be built into state legislation to implement the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act,84 which itself does not have consumer protection provisions, except arguably the rescission right for mistakes in dealing with electronic agents.85

Privacy protection

A very prominent element of the civil regulation of online activity is the legislation being enacted or proposed throughout the world to impose privacy standards on the creators of databases. The privacy discussion is beyond the scope of this article, but business-to-consumer electronic commerce has multiplied the opportunities for collecting personal information, and business-to-business electronic commerce has done the same for opportunities to use and share it. The social need for privacy protection existed before computers, and the use of computerized databases presents challenges for privacy even if the information is collected offline.86

The European Union

The European Union has published reports on consumer protection in electronic commerce. The general distance selling directive of 1997 resembles the proposals for Canadian law.86 The best known proposed rule would ensure that any consumer could have his or her own domestic law apply to an electronic financial transaction, and a dispute could be brought in his or her own court. Merchants in Europe have expressed concern about this, as it exposes them to 15 different legal regimes in their own market.87 Recently, the European Commission proposed a two-tier rule, with Internet transactions subject to a different rule from offline transactions.88 The issue is more open than it appeared to be, and its resolution less certain.

The EU has also been active in promoting cross-border administrative and judicial assistance to consumers. The Directive on Certain Legal Aspects of Information Society Services, in Particular Electronic Commerce, in the Internal Market89 makes basic provision for such cooperation.90 It also allows states to restrict inflow of consumer-oriented information if the state considers the information to be harmful and the originating state does not take adequate measures to remedy the problem.91

A recent study in Canada has proposed a comprehensive approach to governing consumer protection, taking some inspiration from the EU approaches.92 The study reviews provincial and federal competence in the field and the extraterritorial powers of both levels of government. In a nutshell, it recommends that there be a presumption in favour of the applicability of the prescriptive rules of the consumer’s residence. However, mutual assistance measures would assist out-of-jurisdiction enforcement, since enforcement is likely to be most effective in the vendor’s place of business. (Making the contracts unenforceable against the consumer at home, as the template does, is some help too, but that technique will not always provide an effective remedy, depending on the nature of the complaint.) Finally, the principles of consumer protection as they apply to e-commerce should be harmonized as much as possible, even if domestic rules remain diverse. Such harmonization would promote interjurisdictional enforcement.93

Alternatives to direct regulation

Given the difficulties mentioned to this point in direct government regulation of activities on the Internet or otherwise conducted by electronic communications, less direct methods of control or management are being attempted. Some of them are led by government, some of them are substitutes for government. The latter take us beyond the scope of the present inquiry, but deserve a mention here in passing.

Alternative control points

Where government has little control over the entities conducting the activity to be regulated, it sometimes seeks out other elements of the electronic communica-
tions network which are more accessible or amenable to pressure. Much electronic commerce on the Internet depends on the availability of payment mechanisms, and one of the most common is the credit card. Credit cards have dealt with remote transactions for years; the expression “MOTO” (mail order/telephone order) is an industry norm. The issuers of credit cards have contractual relationships with cardholders and with all the merchants in the system. Governments can put pressure on this system to achieve their policy results. The best example on the civil side is the one noted above in consumer protection legislation, where card issuers are required to reverse transactions and charge back sums paid to merchants if the merchants do not comply with their obligations under the legislation. The merchants may be out of the jurisdiction, but some card issuers are usually inside it. Consumers would come to know which issuers are subject to local chargeback legislation and can choose this advantage in dealing with them.

Another control point susceptible to local control is the provider of access to the Internet. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) may be made responsible for the content of communications passing along their facilities, either as publishers of the information flowing through or as hosts of information that their clients put on their servers. The usual civil example is liability for defamation, where the traditional defence of innocent dissemination did not apply, at least in England. ISPs have been the focus of attempts to enforce copyright as well; copyright holders have begun to demand that ISPs close down infringing sites or block them.

In Canada, only Quebec has legislated directly on ISP liability. The Tariff 22 decision by the Copyright Board, upheld by the Federal Court of Appeal, decided that ISPs were not responsible for retransmitting infringing copyrighted material. The United States excluded civil claims against ISPs in many instances in 1996. A court held recently in the United Kingdom that ISPs would not violate a court publication ban if they merely served as a conduit for information communicated contrary to the ban. The European Union’s Directive on Electronic Commerce exempts ISPs from liability for content they merely convey without hosting. How far ISPs will ultimately be exposed to enforcement actions is still uncertain.

A third control point concerns industries related to electronic communications that are already regulated. The CRTC has ordered that cable television companies must provide discounted service to competing Internet Service Providers. In the United States, efforts are also being made to ensure that cable television companies do not take advantage of their ownership of wires going into many homes to capture the market in high-speed Internet connections. This is alleged to compete unfairly with other access providers. The matter has been litigated in Oregon and elsewhere, and the subject of federal regulatory action by the Federal Communications Commission. It appears therefore that the use of alternative control points may prove a fruitful regulatory technique.

Technological controls

One of the challenges faced by civil regulation is that it is hard to know where someone is on the Internet. This seems to be changing through the development of more accurate technology for locating computers. This allows people sending messages to target their audiences in particular places. Internet broadcasters may be able to restrict the reception of their signals to places where copyright law or broadcasting law allows such retransmissions. Merchants may be able to prevent their messages from being read in places where local law does not allow them. This, in turn, allows governments and courts to find that messages available in particular jurisdictions were intended to be there and not everywhere in the world, so regulatory powers may be exercised with more confidence. Regulation becomes both more possible and more fair. However, no blessing is unmixed: privacy advocates are concerned about the ability of the same technology to track the whereabouts of individuals.

Another use of technology to enforce legal rights that might escape traditional enforcement, and thus undermine governmental policy, is that which allows copyright owners to prevent copying or performance of their works without compensation. Encryption or special coding, sometimes under the name of “trusted systems”, can inhibit the copying or performance of texts and music. Some manufacturers make CD-ROMs in a way that they cannot be copied without interfering with the quality of the sound, to prevent pirating. Unlicensed copies of software can be made to destroy themselves after a period. This is becoming common for software sent on approval or for testing: after the test period runs out, the software stops working.

However, the technology does not always work for long, given the temptations to break protective codes. Stephen King published an electronic novella in 2000, but the code that permitted only paying readers to have access to the text was quickly broken. Copy protection methods designed by the recording industry were put out as a test to code-breakers in 2000, and several people claimed to have broken them. The United States has passed legislation prohibiting the publication of information on how to break security codes, in order to support the use of technology to protect intellectual property.

Efforts to use technology to distinguish permitted from improper copying have not yet succeeded. Napster, the digital music sharing company, was recently told by a court that its efforts to block files which it did not have the right to share had to work all of the time or its service was illegal. The attempt to create an “audio
fingerprint” of music to be banned has run into technical and legal problems. Earlier efforts to block copyrighted music by reference to its title were readily avoided by changing the titles.

In the United States, the original version of the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA) expressly permitted licensors of information to use such “self-help” features to enforce their rights. However, the technique was roundly criticized, notably for failing to accommodate the existing statutory balance of paid and free uses of copyrighted material at law. An absolute bar to unpaid use gave the owners of copyright more power than the legislature had given them. As a consequence of these criticisms, UCITA was amended in 2000 to restrict the self-help provisions.

The topic of digital self-enforcement has become very heated in the past year or two. The Canadian government has had it under study, in the light of a Supreme Court of Canada decision saying that copyright law has to balance the interests of creators and users. The European Union has also published its thoughts on the topic.

Education

Governments also respond to the difficulty of regulating civil activity by attempting to educate the people whom it seeks to protect. The Principles of Consumer Protection for E-Commerce have already been mentioned. The Principles documents include “best practices” both for consumers and for merchants that want to create trust. The American Bar Association has a similar education site, called SafeShopping.org. Securities regulators have also invested heavily in educating investors, so that the investors will be cautious about information about securities that they find online.

This is a natural supplement to their general education provisions, such as the “game” on the Ontario Securities Commission’s site called “Spot the Bull”. Offices of consumer protection also engage in straight education; the Federal Trade Commission is very active in this field.

Virtual communities

As noted, one of the challenges to government’s power to regulate activity on the Internet is that people can “go” where they want and get information from, or do transactions with, whomever they wish. Neither the citizen nor the merchant pass through any government checkpoint. The ability of the user to decide where to go, however, includes an ability to decide to go only to safe places. Some governments have considered going beyond education to establishing such safe places themselves. Here we are not talking about places for dealing with government services, which were discussed under electronic service delivery. The picture here is of a “place” on the Internet where merchants are voluntarily regulated, because their being regulated makes people feel safe in dealing with them and thus increases their business. If the government was generally regarded as an honest and competent regulator, then having its regulatory supervision would be an asset.

Those who submit to regulation must in some way be subject to traditional means of enforcement by the regulators. Where governments regulate, the obvious candidates for regulation are those who are physically in the regulating jurisdiction. Others might post bonds or give other security for good behaviour. Such a system was proposed by the Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Business Services (as it now is) by Professor Michael Geist early in 2000. The economic advantage to the regulating jurisdiction was hypothesized by Professor David Post in the context of Internet gaming: a place that could guarantee honest games and effective payout of winnings would attract the technology jobs and cash flow of online casinos.

Not only governments seek to provide these safe environments. In fact, the private sector got there first. Both the merchants and the supporting organizations are working to make this model of safe communities work. America Online (AOL) guarantees satisfactory online shopping with merchants on its site; if efforts to resolve disputes directly with the merchants fail, AOL will ensure the customer is satisfied. No doubt AOL has some clout with the merchants to ensure that AOL itself is rarely out of pocket. Its contracts with the merchants give it the power to enforce that a government might lack. Likewise, the online auction site eBay offers its “Safe Harbor” services, which among other things provides its users with insurance against fraud and offers them a third-party dispute resolution facility, Square Trade.

Neutral service organizations also offer guarantees to give comfort to consumers. The Better Business Bureau has extended its traditional services to online transactions. Chartered Accountants in Canada, working in concert with Certified Public Accountants in the United States, have created the “WebTrust” program to accredit the honest business practices and the security systems of sites that are given permission to post the “seal” of the program. The most active area of such private certification services is the review of privacy policies. Both services mentioned will certify the practices of the Web site in collecting and using personal information. Another significant source of such accreditation is Truste, a private non-profit organization. Naturally, certificates or seals of approval from these groups need themselves to earn the trust of consumers by clear and acceptable principles and a credible examination and audit practice. They do not begin with the level of trust that a government can provide, though not all governments earn equal confidence of the public.

We see developing here a new combination of private and public government of the Internet that helps
avoid the borderless nature of the communications and that builds on the voluntary participation of its users. Widespread concerns about security and privacy on the Internet are likely to make people receptive to such initiatives. The availability of certification programs is likely to prevent the Internet from becoming an unreliable marketplace, where unscrupulous merchants seek out the most lax governing regimes that compete for their presence in a "race to the bottom". Most consumers will not follow merchants in such a race.142

Standards

Electronic communications are obviously the products of technology, and technology is not an accident. If it works, and especially if it works consistently over time and space, it conforms to standards of design, construction and operation that permit such working. These standards can control the behaviour of the users of electronic communication. They can be used consciously to do so, or they can do so even if the creators of the standards were focusing more on technological capacity than on regulatory aims. The use of standards is developed in more detail in the final section of this paper, under the heading Cyberlaw, with special attention to the "hidden" regulatory power of standards.143 It is worth noting here as well, for the sake of completeness, their potential as an alternative to direct regulation of the social or legal conduct one wants to regulate.

Controlling criminal and other offensive behaviour

Besides providing a means for private citizens to resolve their disputes, and regulating commercial and other behaviour in the marketplace, governments have traditionally been in the business of keeping the peace. Preventing prosecuting and punishing illegal conduct is a hallmark of government activity.144 Criminal law was to some extent the transformation of disputes about harmful behaviour between individuals into disputes with the Crown instead. Electronic communications presents some new challenges for the government in criminal law and in controlling offensive behaviour generally at the borders of the criminal.

Criminal conduct

The most obvious category of novelty is crimes against computers. Using computers for traditional criminal activity is not much of a challenge in principle: fraud is fraud, whatever the medium. The only challenges come in that field when the language of the applicable statute is phrased to require some more tangible medium for the crime than electronic data. The larger challenge is crimes that affect our increasingly computerized world. Canada moved to ban much activity of this kind in the early 1990s, when a number of offences about unauthorized use of or access to computer systems were created.145 Many countries have been paying close attention to this, especially when laws are shown publicly to be inadequate by the acquittal of someone that people think should be guilty.146 Studies are available comparing countries around the world for the adequacy of their criminal laws in this field.147 Australia is among the most recent countries to adopt a new statute to address this issue.148

In addition, prosecutorial procedure may have to be adapted. This presents issues of evidence149 and of the use of electronic communications to do the police and prosecution work itself.150 The ability of police forces to detect computer-based crimes is a related issue, and many places have created specialized teams with dedicated resources to develop the expertise required.

Criminal prosecutors face the same problem as their civil regulator counterparts: where the criminals are in the world; is the activity criminal where they are; and who is dealing with them from within the prosecutors’ territory.151 In general, because criminal liability cannot mean going to jail, criminal law is enforced carefully, with strict limits on procedures and scope. However, some mildly extraterritorial legislation is already in the Canadian statutes, notably imposing liability on people who misconduct themselves on airplanes or commit sexual offences with children abroad.152 Similar challenges occur on the Internet, with particular weight on cases of fraud and illegal gambling. To date, Canada has not legislated on this point.

The high-water point of asserting criminal jurisdiction in North America remains the Minnesota Court of Appeal’s decision in the United States in the Granite Gates case.153 The Attorney General of Minnesota prosecuted the defendant, who ran a legal gambling operation in Nevada, because some residents of Minnesota gambled on the defendant’s Web site. The Court held that the defendant knew that people in Minnesota would be attracted to the site, though gaming in general was illegal in Minnesota. Thus, the defendant in Nevada was guilty of violating Minnesota law.154

A recent Canadian case came at the issue from the other side. The Earth Fund, an environmental charity, proposed to run a lottery on the Internet, from offices based in Prince Edward Island. The PEI Court of Appeal was asked if the province had the right under the Criminal Code155 to license such a lottery. The Court held that the licence provisions of the Code did not apply, because the use of the Internet meant that the lottery was not conducted, managed or operated in the province.156 The Court so held despite efforts of the Earth Fund to have all sales deemed to take place in the province and subject to provincial law;157 “A transaction for criminal law purposes may occur simultaneously in more than one place or jurisdiction”.158 It is not clear if this principle would support the right of another province to prosecute an out-of-province (or out-of-country)
online lottery on the basis that the relevant transaction occurred in the prosecuting province.

Other governments have sought alternative control points. Since criminal liability requires a criminal state of mind, it is hard to convict an intermediary, like an ISP, of the offence. Regulatory pressure is needed. The host of a Web site or the operator of a portal — someone responsible for the content or able to control it — is different, as we have seen. The most notorious example is the Yahoo! case, where the large American portal was convicted in France under French law of offering Nazi memorabilia for sale. Controversy has been technical — could Yahoo effectively block selected offerings of its members from selected countries? — and political — should someone communicating in one country be subject to censorship based on another country’s laws or customs? One encounters similar issues to those in civil jurisdiction discussions, about active or passive presence in the prosecuting country, targeting, and the like. One also needs to distinguish liability in the prosecuting country and enforceability of that country’s sanctions elsewhere. There has never been an international regime for collecting foreign fines, and even extradition of criminals is subject to limits.

Criminal enforcement authorities have discovered the credit card issuer, as have the consumer protection authorities. Federal legislation in the United States has proposed prohibiting credit card companies from paying gambling debts, with the intent of drying up the sources of funds to gaming sites.

Where criminals are located in different countries, it is open to authorities to cooperate to find them. The details of criminal law are not harmonized across the world, but the basics of honest commercial behaviour do not vary greatly. The Federal Trade Commission in the United States has organized an extensive network of governmental authorities to seek out fraud on the Internet, leaving the disposition of what is found to the government responsible for a particular territory to follow up on offenders located in that territory. Canadian government agencies have participated in these international operations, notably the Ministry of Consumer and Business Services and the Ontario Securities Commission. Australia has been actively considering these issues and participating in the international activities, too.

Besides international cooperation, international law reform is in prospect. The Council of Europe, of which Canada and the United States are members, worked for several years recently on a treaty on enforcing criminal laws in the computer field. The Cybercrime Treaty is now in final form, and it has been signed by a number of states, though not yet in force. Some concerns have been expressed that this convention gives excessive powers to the police to oversee computer communications, at the expense of privacy and possibly the presumption of innocence. Canadian proposals to implement the Convention have recently been published and seem subject to similar concerns.

As with civil regulation, so with the prevention of crime, there is private sector activity as well. Merchants group together to create a safe and cybercrime-free community.

Offensive content

Besides criminal activity, governments try to protect their citizens from some kinds of offensive behaviour or offensive displays. Some kinds of offensive information is itself criminal, of course, like hate literature. A draft protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime to criminalize racist speech is subject to considerable criticism as well, on grounds of free expression. Whether or not it is criminal, governments may take steps to prevent its coming to the attention of the citizens.

As with civil regulation, technology can provide some solutions. The nature of Internet communications allows incoming information to be screened or filtered before it is displayed on the computer screen. Many services are available to screen content to eliminate what may be thought offensive, based either on the origin of messages from known offensive sites or on the use of selected key words that are thought to indicate offensive content.

Have governments some responsibility to screen offensive content out of government-sponsored computers? Arguments have been made in the positive, based on the need to protect minors and on the desirability of preventing either workplace harassment through display of inappropriate words and images, or a “poisoned atmosphere” of prejudice, mockery or contempt. Negative arguments turn either on the value of free speech, which includes access to information, or on the clumsiness of the filters.

In the United States, the use of filters by a public library was challenged in court by a civil liberties organization. The court held that filtering was unconstitutional as violating free speech. Federal legislation in the U.S. now requires that all libraries that receive federal funding and that give public access to the Internet must use filters to prevent minors from seeing offensive content. This legislation was successfully challenged on constitutional grounds. In Canada, no such legislation is planned. However, it is common for institutions to install filters; the government of Ontario network is filtered so its public servants cannot visit inappropriate Web sites.

The other notoriously offensive content on the Internet is unsolicited commercial messages, known as spam. Spam is harmful because it is a nuisance and it imposes a cost on Internet users and particularly on ISPs in bandwidth consumed for what are usually unwanted messages. Those who pay for linkage time to the Internet
incur a cost merely in downloading the spam from their e-mail servers in order to delete it.

The Canadian government, through the CRTC, decided in 2000 not to regulate spam, at least at this time.\textsuperscript{180} It was thought that a combination of technology (filters\textsuperscript{181}) and contractual prohibitions by ISPs would suffice to keep the nuisance level low.\textsuperscript{182} Elsewhere, stronger legal tools have been sought. State legislation against spam in the United States has often been struck down as a violation of free speech or as improper restrictions on interstate commerce,\textsuperscript{183} but Washington state courts have upheld that state’s version.\textsuperscript{184} Federal bills are constantly before Congress on the subject, though none has yet passed.\textsuperscript{185} Recently, the European Union has adopted a Directive to regulate spam as well, choosing an opt-in approach (requiring the addressee’s consent to receive the message), though a committee of the European Parliament took the view that spam is a legitimate business practice.\textsuperscript{186} If spam were banned, the committee reasoned, then others than Europeans would profit from it regardless of the ban, but Internet users would not see a reduction in the amount of spam they receive.\textsuperscript{187}

**Summing up on jurisdiction**

The question of jurisdiction in electronic commerce and regulatory matters has been debated since the Internet started to become very popular, after the creation of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s. The legal responses available for government to ensure that it can do its job—resolve disputes, control commercial behaviour, fight crime and block offensive information—have been developing more recently. The field is very much in evolution, as is the balance between technology and legislation as the preferred tools for control. One of the longstanding responses to problems of jurisdiction is harmonization of laws; if the legal rules are the same, then the choice of law and, to some extent, of forum are less important. We have looked briefly at the harmonization of consumer protection rules earlier.\textsuperscript{188} We look at harmonized standards in the final part of this article.\textsuperscript{189} In addition, the private sector forms a number of intersecting Internet communities, whose practices and sensitivities are also evolving rapidly. To the extent that such community standards are important to the legitimacy of government regulation and to the definitions of crime, the task of e-government becomes more uncertain. We see outlines of solutions in the mist, but the details may turn out to be different from how they appear at present.

**The Electronic Economy**

Governments have traditionally been responsible for the currency, to guarantee its soundness. The ruler’s portrait has been on coins for millennia, as a symbol of that guarantee. In the past century, the role of government in regulating the economy generally has substantially increased. The principal tools for fulfilling that role are monetary and fiscal policy: the control of the money supply and the imposition of or granting relief from taxation. The electronic economy challenges the use of both of these tools.

**Electronic money**

Money is a store of value, i.e., a way of keeping wealth, and a medium of exchange, i.e., a way of measuring the worth of goods or services being transferred. Over the years, money has been turning into a form of information. Most people do not hold significant amounts of currency, they have accounts in financial institutions that represent debt to the depositor; they have an account receivable with the bank. The wealth is not in its holders’ vaults, it is on their books. The same is largely true of other forms of investments. Likewise, payments are made by changing the information to represent increased value in the name of the payee and less value in the name of the payor.

This trend is accentuated with electronic money, digitized information. Financial institutions have kept their clients’ money—their accounts of information—on computers for years. Much more recently, means have been made available to individuals to use money in electronic form. The principal manifestations of electronic money have been smart cards containing a microprocessor to store and amend the information about the value stored or transferred. Some cards are stored-value cards, which contain information representing a fixed value, downloaded from a financial institution. When the money is spent, the value is transferred to the payee and the card holds less value, down to the time when it needs to be refilled. Other cards are access cards, which enable the cardholders to access their accounts to draw out money directly. This is equivalent to a debit card.\textsuperscript{190} The older variant of this is, of course, the credit card, which allowed a deferred transfer of value from the cardholder to the payee.

Credit cards and debit cards are well recognized, and the former at least are the foundation of most business-to-consumer electronic transactions. The use of a card that itself contains the value transferred in a transaction that would otherwise be done in cash is less widely accepted. Recent trials of stored-value cards in Canada have not been successful. Mondex, one of the main purveyors of such cards, has deferred its expansion of the technology due to the indifference of many of its proposed customers.\textsuperscript{191} The future may be to combine the e-cash function with other functions, like that of a debit card. This was done in the pilot project in Sherbrooke, Quebec.\textsuperscript{192} The French system, Moneo, the product of a broad collaboration among banks and communications companies, appears to be spreading more regularly.\textsuperscript{193} Demand for electronic payment has been stimulated by passage to the euro as of January 2002.

While electronic cards may be usable for payments, the questions for government are whether they are part
of the money supply to be regulated, and if so, how to regulate them. A strong argument can be made that stored value cards of the kind issued by Mondex Canada are money in a legal sense, though not currency or legal tender.\(^{194}\) This conclusion depends on there being fairly wide acceptance of the cards as a payment mechanism, which, in the light of the discontinuation of the pilot projects, appears premature. Government discharges its role as regulator of the money supply partly by issuing or not issuing new currency, and partly by credit policies that stimulate or reduce demand for money. Neither method is likely to be affected significantly by electronic money in the foreseeable future. More widely used electronic alternatives to currency will have more impact, more for the difficulty of detecting and measuring them than for their legal characteristics.\(^{195}\) However, the records of major payment system participants, notably the banks, are available to government regulators and statisticians, so the global impact of electronic transfers is likely to be detectable for some time.

Legal tender is money that a creditor must take in satisfaction of a debt. Singapore has announced that it will make electronic money legal tender in that country by 2008, using a combination of smart cards and wireless equipment.\(^{196}\) No legislation has been introduced to date to support this development.

### Taxation of electronic transactions

Governments depend on tax revenue primarily to pay for their own operations of their programs, and the operations of those that depend on them for funding, and also to spur the economy by fiscal policies. As transactions are conducted electronically, governments face several challenges in maintaining tax policies. The revenue authorities in Canada have been studying the implications,\(^{197}\) as have experts abroad. The OECD has published a number of other studies of tax consequences of electronic commerce.\(^{198}\)

One of the hardest problems presented by electronic transactions is knowing that they have taken place at all. This is particularly important for sales or consumption taxes, such as Canada’s retail sales taxes\(^{199}\) or the federal Goods and Services Tax,\(^{200}\) or value-added taxes in Europe. The more that transactions can be completed online, with no physical delivery of goods to be traced or physical movement of service personnel to monitor, the easier it is for those transactions to escape reporting and thus to escape taxation. To the extent that electronic payment systems are widely available, and value can be held outside the taxing country, the problem is aggravated. Add to that the use of strong encryption, so that electronic messages cannot readily be read even if they could be intercepted, and the difficulty is greater still.\(^{201}\)

These are practical rather than legal problems for government. The legal requirement to collect and pay tax on a transaction does not change, nor does the obligation to report income and pay tax on it. Some tools have been developed to collect tax on income even where it is not declared. “Anti-avoidance” measures are not new with e-commerce. The federal government has the power to estimate income from circumstantial evidence, in some cases.\(^{202}\) It has been said that nobody lives in cyberspace. The trappings of wealth are likely to be noticeable, but hoping to notice such evidence or waiting for reports of it seem like difficult strategies.

Another problem for taxation of e-transactions is the jurisdiction question raised in detail earlier in this paper. Where is a transaction taxable? A good deal of thought has gone into this.\(^{203}\) Many countries have tax treaties to avoid double taxation of residents doing business across national borders. The treaties allocate transactions to one jurisdiction or another so they can be taxed. One of the key concepts is that of “permanent establishment”, the presence of which for an enterprise attracts taxability. What constitutes a permanent establishment of an online business? The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has published a study on that topic,\(^{204}\) which concluded that having a Web site accessible in a country did not give its owner a permanent establishment there. Having a computer server in a country might well constitute a permanent establishment.\(^{205}\) It was thought, however, that it was so easy to move computer equipment, or to acquire access to equipment elsewhere, that a finding that a server implied a permanent establishment would have few if any unexpected adverse tax consequences for e-businesses.\(^{206}\) The government of Hong Kong recently came to similar conclusions.\(^{207}\)

A separate legal issue combines the practical challenge of dematerialization with the technical rules of tax both nationally and internationally. For income tax and consumption tax purposes, transactions depend on their character, for example as services, sale of tangible goods, or transfer of intangibles, among other things. Electronic commerce blurs the distinctions. Consider buying a book at a bookstore and downloading an electronic book from the Internet. Is the latter a transfer of intangibles, or the receipt of a service? Both characterizations are possible for sales tax in Canada, but the European Union characterizes it as a service only. A study paper by the OECD\(^{208}\) says that such a transaction gives rise to “business profits”, without saying whether it relates to the sale of a tangible or intangible. While this does not matter for tax treaty purposes, income tax falls differently on business profits and royalties for the licence of intangibles. Sales taxes fall on the sale of goods but not on the sale of services (except of course for a goods and services tax).\(^{209}\)

Another issue for governments in dealing with the taxation of electronic commerce arises because they generally want to encourage the move to electronic communications, which are considered more efficient and more competitive than traditional ways of doing business. As a result, many governments have wished to avoid creating
tax burdens on electronic businesses. Not only do they not wish to impose new focussed taxes on the new technologies, but they have often accepted that a no-tax policy will result in transactions going tax-free that would have been taxed if done offline. Besides its unfairness to offline businesses, this is a threat to the revenues of governments that depend heavily on transaction-based taxes. Therefore, as e-commerce becomes less of a novelty, some people may start pushing to remove the moratorium and find a way to tax at least equally with other transactions. This debate continues, in the United States and the European Union.

Institutions of Electronic Government

Electronic Democracy

Electronic communications and information technology protocols extend beyond the delivery of government services and the regulation of economic relations, on a micro- or macro-economic scale. They are beginning to affect how governments relate to the public that elects them and how they perform not their regulatory but their governance function. We will look at three elements of this set of phenomena: public dissemination of laws; the conduct of elections; and government–citizen relations, other than program delivery.

Dissemination of the laws

Every person is presumed to know the law. In a democratic society, the people have a need and a right to have access to the law. Electronic publication makes these statements more readily realizable. Legal texts, whether statutes and regulations or decisions of the courts, can be made available at relatively low expense for both supplier and recipient compared to printing and distributing paper versions, usually in bound books. At present the federal government and most of the provinces make their legislation and regulations available online. Court decisions are less widely available electronically, partly because printing has been in private hands for many of the series of law reports. The private sector is helping. In Canada, the Federation of Law Societies sponsors the Canadian Legal Information Institute which aims to make sources of Canadian law available online for free.

One issue for governments wishing to put their laws on the Internet is whether the electronic texts have official status, or whether for legal purposes one still has to rely on the law as printed on paper. The government of Ontario e-laws site has the following disclaimer: “The data on this Web site is provided as a convenience only and should not be relied on as the authoritative text. The authoritative text is set out in the official volumes and in office consolidations printed by Publications Ontario.” The questions to resolve are those of electronic service delivery: authentication and security, but the implications are more fundamental to core values of the state, as making and enforcing law is the essence of state power. To date, therefore, Ontario has not given its electronic legal publications the same status as preferred evidence enjoyed by published law on paper.

The federal government has started the legislative process to give electronic laws their full legal effect. The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act amended three federal statutes in this direction. Amendments to sections 19 through 22 of the Canada Evidence Act replace “printed by the Queen’s Printer”, including the Queen’s Printer for a province, with “purported to be published” by the same authority. The person seeking to introduce evidence need not prove who published the documents in electronic form. The security is to be built in by the government so the user does not need to prove more about provenance than may be reasonably expected.

The Statutory Instruments Act was revised to permit the Queen’s Printer to publish the Canada Gazette in electronic form, and to ensure that a version of a statute or regulation published online by the Queen’s Printer is deemed to have been published in the Canada Gazette.

Finally, once the legislation is proclaimed in force, the Statute Revision Act is to be renamed the Legislation Revision and Consolidation Act. It provides for regulations to be consolidated from time to time and kept on paper with the Clerk of the Privy Council, as statutes are already under the Publication of Statutes Act. The statutes and regulations may be published in electronic form:

28. (1) The Minister may cause the consolidated statutes or consolidated regulations to be published in printed or electronic form, and in any manner and frequency that the Minister considers appropriate.

(2) A publication in an electronic form may differ from a publication in another form to accommodate the needs of the electronic form if the differences do not change the substance of any enactment.

Likewise, they may be readily used in evidence:

31. (1) Every copy of a consolidated statute or consolidated regulation published by the Minister under this Act in either print or electronic form is evidence of that statute or regulation and of its contents and every copy purporting to be published by the Minister is deemed to be so published, unless the contrary is shown.

The main security principle is that the printed version of the statutes or regulations deposited with the Clerk of the Privy Council prevails over any electronic version if they are inconsistent. To date, however, the statutes published at the Department of Justice Web site do not purport to be official. A short disclaimer leads to a longer recommendation to refer to the Canada Gazette. The legislation is not in force, but prepares the way for the secure system yet to be installed.
As laws and law reports go online, questions arise about their durability in this form. Software and hardware evolve quickly, and older electronic texts stop being readily accessible to newer devices and programs. In addition, citation of judicial decisions and those of administrative tribunals becomes more difficult as electronic texts online do not have page numbers. How does one cite a case in a media-neutral way? Such questions are being explored by lawyers, law librarians, and courts. A uniform system of citation has been devised to make electronic law as accessible as law on paper, and the courts are generally adhering to the system, including by numbering paragraphs of judgments for ease of reference online or on paper.

Government has a duty not just to current law but to history. Archivists preserve the official and unofficial memory of government and people. The electronic age threatens their ability to do this. The evolution of technology requires large expense, and many archives are required to keep “migrating” their records through successive versions of hardware and software to maintain its accessibility.

In addition, the use of security techniques, which are a growing part of electronic service delivery by government, presents a new and serious challenge to archivists. Electronic signatures created by encryption will not be readable in the archives unless the archives keep the key for the signatures. Security policy demanding frequent changes of the key, the general turnover of personnel, and the large number of people who generate records subject to archiving, all make this a nearly impossible task. The National Archives of Canada has adopted a policy not to accept encrypted signatures on archived records. The United States National Archives and Records Administration has gone further and published detailed requirements for dealing with encrypted documents. These electronic signatures must be accompanied by a plain text version, with the result that one will not be able to check the validity of a signature in an archived document the way one can with a handwritten signature. Other techniques must be followed to ensure that electronic signatures are trustworthy.

In sum, the basic functions of government — making laws and keeping records of its actions — become newly challenging in the electronic age. Governments on the inevitable path of becoming e-governments are dealing with the legal consequences of meeting these challenges.

Electronic voting and elections

The most visible public activity related to government that most people participate in is voting. Voting machines are not new, but electronic voting has appeared more recently. The use of machines operated by voters in person does not present radically new issues, though it is necessary for election officials to ensure that the machines accurately record the votes without being able to relate the voter to the vote. What turns mechanics into a legal question of electronic government is the possibility of voting at a distance. The questions are ones of authentication and security. Who is voting, and how do officials know the person is eligible? Can the vote be altered in transmission, or at either end of the communication channel?

To date no formal elections have been held electronically in western democracies, though the State of Arizona ran its Democratic Party primary in 2000 partly by electronic means, and a number of experiments have been conducted in Switzerland. The Electronic Commerce Act, 2000 of Ontario expressly does not apply to anything done under the elections statutes. However, financial reports on fundraising are submitted to Elections Ontario by electronic means, without specific authority under the Election Finances Act. A good deal of thought is being given in some places to electronic elections, which are seen as a way of increasing the proportion of qualified voters who actually vote, by making it more convenient for them to do so.

Pending the day when online voting arrives, a number of other processes in the electoral field are going online. Political parties and lobby groups make their positions known and solicit both help and money. Senator McCain in the United States primary campaign in 2000 raised a great deal of funds over the Internet. The use of online opinion polls is growing, and consultation on draft legislation. An informal opinion poll was developed during the Canadian federal election campaign in November 2000, by which a satirical group asked whether the leader of the Canadian Alliance Party, Stockwell Day, should change his first name to Doris. The site had over a million positive replies in two weeks, triple the number that that party’s platform had suggested would be sufficient to compel a government to call a referendum. Countries less comfortable with political satire may see the Internet as one more area of speech to be controlled.

New techniques are developing as well, based on the potential of the medium. During the 2000 presidential campaign in the United States, a movement grew up for “vote trading” across state lines. Vice-President Gore needed to win crucial states to build up Electoral College votes; Ralph Nader needed a certain percentage of votes nationally in order to qualify for subsidies for his party. People offered to vote for Nader in states where Gore would win anyway, in order to build up Nader’s percentage, in exchange for votes for Gore where he needed the votes to win the state. There would be no way to enforce such an undertaking, but without Internet technology, the idea could not have been contemplated on a scale needed to be effective. Election officials considered this practice to be equivalent to buying votes, and they moved to close down sites that promoted the practice. The American Civil Liberties Association supported the sites and opposed the closings, on the ground.
that this was just a new form of free speech on political topics.\textsuperscript{255}

Electronic technology is thus making the old new and creating new where there was no old before. Much of electronic voting so far is talk, but action is not likely to be far behind.

**Electronic Governance**

The impact of electronic communications extends beyond voting for politicians, into the methods the government uses to govern. This is not limited to electronic administration — business deals between the state and its suppliers.\textsuperscript{256} It changes, or has the potential to change, the nature of the relation between the government and the governed. Both politicians and civil servants will be affected. The ability to communicate immediately will lead to expectations that government will be listening. Elites are challenged by the diffusion of information and power. Communications may be one-to-one or many-to-one or one-to-many. As the Internet develops, they will also be many-to-many.\textsuperscript{257} New potential and new expectations threaten decision-making processes that assume a controlled consultation process, followed by internal secret deliberations, followed by top-down announcement of decisions, followed by professional implementation.\textsuperscript{258}

Opening up the ways government decides, and the ways government gets information, has the potential to affect how we think about representative government.\textsuperscript{259} Some political systems have long relied on referendums and plebiscites to allow public opinion to shape government action between elections, or on specific topics at elections. Electronic communications permit mass consultation at little expense, and mass delivery of opinions to government; they work in both directions to lower the barriers to knowing what people want. Expertise may be devalued, and certainly the ability to close the circle of expertise, to claim it for a small group of insiders, will be much diminished.\textsuperscript{260}

People wanting to communicate electronically may have little knowledge of or patience for distinctions between levels of government. Originally, much of the division of powers between federal and provincial governments was based on the possibilities of control, as well as on the general impact of federal law compared to the local impact of provincial law. Telephones and air travel have already reduced the power of this logic;\textsuperscript{261} the Internet deals it a further blow. Just as governments themselves have to reorganize themselves to provide "one-window" service,\textsuperscript{262} to look at themselves "from the outside in, not the inside out", so too they will need to remove barriers between levels.

Another challenge of opening up government is the potential for collecting or disclosing personal information. Computers identify themselves when they communicate, and many people have mail headers in their own names. Information is noted as it is communicated. A balance is needed between keeping the personal information in order to respond to requests or justify demands for service, on the other hand, and ensuring that the personal information is not misused for political or bureaucratic purposes, on the other.

The part of the political system that has most profited from the Internet is arguably non-governmental organizations, because of the power of the Internet to encourage the growth of groups, the many-to-many communications mentioned above.\textsuperscript{263} This is particularly true on the international level, perhaps because the formal legal and political structures among nations are weaker than they are nationally, so there is more room for growth and greater likelihood of having one's voice as a novel participant heard.\textsuperscript{264} One thinks of the influence of NGOs in international discussions in recent years: against the Multilateral Agreement on Investment from the World Trade Organization; in favour of the International Criminal Court; in favour of strengthening environmental standards at the Rio conference; in favour of a convention to ban land mines; against globalization in Seattle and several other forums.\textsuperscript{265} The sharing of information and plans is qualitatively different from what it could be with letter mail, telephone and fax.

Even the traditionally less effective "concerned citizens" are given new arms by the Internet — including the ability to find allies, collaborate, and turn themselves into new NGOs! The Internet "reduces transaction costs", in the law and economics jargon. Communication with a wide variety of people is little more expensive than communicating to a neighbour across the street. New voices can be heard far more readily than they could be when publishing one's ideas meant acquiring a printing press or persuading or paying the owner of a press to provide space.

Finally, the Internet has extended the scope of the participants in public policy debates well beyond one's national borders. Experts and foreign quasi-public organizations have increased their role, by being accessible to law reformers anywhere in the world. One thinks of the more or less passive data banks of law reform projects around the globe, as maintained by the British Columbia Law Institute.\textsuperscript{266} The accessibility of experts is greater, however. In many cases, one can just locate an expert's e-mail address and ask! This could be done in writing as well, and still is, but the immediacy and the potential for dialog makes the process more valuable.\textsuperscript{267}

Looking at tools of electronic government across national borders, the Internet offers great potential to reduce the economic divide; the infrastructure costs of building an electronic economy, for getting access to the Internet, are lower than those of building other methods of communication. Thus, we see remote or devastated economies betting heavily on the Internet to modernize their nations.\textsuperscript{268}
In addition, the Internet is providing to government and citizens the tools of democracy directly in countries that lack them. Much work has been done at the community level in Bosnia and, more recently, in Kosovo to restore political and social links among the people. Dean Henry Perritt speaks of the Internet’s ability to “enhance the functioning of state-based and international legal institutions through the Internet”.\textsuperscript{269} His discussion explores in detail the characteristics of the Internet that suit it to this kind of fundamental law-building. Among them are its decentralized nature, which helps avoid both physical obstacles, whether caused by war or other disasters, and intentional obstacles like attempts to censor it. New kinds of intermediaries will grow, creating a new kind of state in the remains of an old, inefficient, and undemocratic one.

The Internet does not necessarily promote democracy, of course. Methods of avoiding censorship are also methods of avoiding law enforcement and responsibility. Not all revolutionaries have good motives (and not everyone sees “good” in the same way). So, we will have the traditional challenges of ensuring that the right principles prevail, but in a new world of communications and group dynamics. Such novelties will arguably spread more quickly in places where the old communications and social infrastructure is in disarray, rather than in places that are more heavily wired but also more solid in their pre-Internet social, political and economic assumptions.

Summary on e-democracy

Our democratic institutions that make the law and that make it known are affected by new methods of dealing with the public in whose interests the government is supposed to function. These are early days for the Internet in all of these fields. The concerns that permeate government’s delivery of online services also affect how the government is chosen and how it organizes itself not just to carry out programs but to function as a decision-making body.

Cyberlaw

The first computers talked to each other in 1969.\textsuperscript{270} The Internet was established as a method to link computers in a decentralized way, so that damage to one part of the network would not prevent communication among the undamaged parts. The Internet is not a physical network but a set of rules, or protocols, by which a computer can format and send a set of signals so that other computers can understand it. If one does not follow the protocols, one cannot use the Internet. This is a matter of electrical engineering.

What are those rules, and what assumptions lie behind them? Electronic government as described in this paper relies on computer communications. Both the state and the people have to conform to the protocols, or none of the other attributes will be available to them.\textsuperscript{271} Making up the system rules can have consequences for electronic government, for the demands on public bodies and for their ability to respond to the demands, for their ability to govern electronically at all.

The final part of this paper therefore considers some of the arguments about the impact of the technical and political organization of the Internet and how they affect electronic government. They are in a meaningful sense an element of the legal regime to which any electronic government is subject, and thus have a place in a discussion of the law of e-government. We look first at some expressions of the principle of the protocols as law, then at the political structures that govern them, then at the technical organizations that also make decisions affecting the power of governments to be e-governments.

Code as Law

The primary exponent of the principle that computer communication protocols are an important kind of law is Lawrence Lessig, as stated especially in his book, \textit{Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace}.\textsuperscript{272} Professor Lessig’s thesis is that the protocols have been chosen for particular purposes (such as routing around disaster, as noted above) and by particular people, mostly engineers who put more value on some principles, like free flow of information, than on others, like ability to control the content of information. The value of freedom, however, puts a good deal of responsibility, and a good deal of power, in the hands of participants in the system. If they conform to the protocols, then they can create technology that works to serve those particular participants.

The example often given by Professor Lessig is self-help technology created by copyright owners, already mentioned in this paper.\textsuperscript{273} The law has traditionally granted certain limited monopolies in order to give a chance for creators of information to get an economic return from its creation, to encourage them to create it. Thus, statutes grant patents,\textsuperscript{274} trade marks,\textsuperscript{275} and copyright,\textsuperscript{276} and some variants of them.

But these monopolies are limited in time, and they are limited in scope. Particularly copyright, which lasts a long time (life of the author plus 50 years\textsuperscript{277}), is limited. Copyrighted information can be used without permission and payment for purposes set out in the statute. In Canada, “fair dealing” is permitted, and some uses without commercial purpose that are not thought to cost the copyright owner dearly.\textsuperscript{278} Libraries have some rights, and educators. The scope of these rights has been debated, and methods of compensating authors developed, such as the public lending right for library materials.

Technology can reduce those rights without amending the law. It may be possible to prevent someone from copying an electronic text.\textsuperscript{279} This is intended to reduce global piracy, but it means that the
copyright owner, not the statute, decides the limits on the use of its information.

In the United States, at least, there is beginning to be some awareness of and resistance to this kind of technology-assisted law.280

More recently, the Librarian of Congress published a rule to implement the anti-contravention provisions laid out in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.281 They included administrative prohibitions on practices that the Act was intended to discourage, including breaking of anti-copying software (except for finding out what sites filtering programs filtered). This policy has been severely criticized by a number of library and civil liberties groups, and some legislators, on the ground that it lets copyright owners control copying to a greater extent than general copyright policy allows.282

Professor Lessig concludes from these and other examples that democratic political controls are needed on the codes used for computer communications. Other commentators put more faith in the market to find ways to preserve freedoms, if monopolies are avoided. They argue that competition will keep the code open better than regulation.283

There are policy institutions for the Internet. We now turn to them, to see whether they are institutions of global e-government, or even tools by which existing governments could influence the choices available to them in governing an electronic world.

**Policy Institutions affecting the Code**

The main organization devoted to governing the Internet is the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).284 In its own words:

... the growing international and commercial importance of the Internet has necessitated the creation of a technical management and policy development body that is more formalized in structure, more transparent, more accountable, and more fully reflective of the diversity of the world's Internet communities. In a phased, co-operative process, ICANN has been assuming responsibility to coordinate the stable operation of the Internet in four key areas: the Domain Name System (DNS); the allocation of IP address space; the management of the root server system; and the coordination of protocol number assignment.

As a technical coordinating body, ICANN's mandate is not to "run the Internet." Rather, it is to oversee the management of only those specific technical managerial and policy development tasks that require central coordination: the assignment of the Internet's unique name and number identifiers.285

These "technical, managerial and policy development tasks" include how anyone can get access to the Internet, the rights to anonymity online, the cost of access, the types of permissible discussion, and other important elements of electronic communications. As a result, there has been a good deal of interest in who runs ICANN and how its decisions are made. A study committee constituted by ICANN has proposed a kind of representative democracy, extending perhaps even to political parties.286 Outsiders have pushed in different directions, with a good deal of attention to the process of having ICANN broadly representative of the world of Internet users and accountable for social consequences of its decisions.287 And, some critics have been candidates for the Board of Directors.288 This is a discussion very much in progress.

The Canadian equivalent of ICANN is the Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA),289 which runs the .ca domain. CIRA governs registrars through which .ca domains are issued, and imposes a lengthy set of legal obligations on registrants.290 CIRA, too, is in evolution, having just begun its function by taking over registration duties in November 2000. It held its first election for the Board of Directors in June 2001, and has created a dispute resolution policy on domain names.291 Since CIRA runs one domain under the ICANN umbrella, it does not have as broad a policy or governmental impact as the latter body.

Another policy organization on a world scale is the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).292 WIPO is important to governance questions because it runs a domain-name dispute resolution system that is taking care of such disputes economically and generally to the satisfaction of the parties. It could be considered slightly like a court system for this aspect of the Internet; some domain name registration policies require the registrant to submit to the WIPO dispute resolution system before logging on.293

The biggest policy body involved in the Internet is still the United States government. Its historical role as governor of the defence computer system has not yet ended. Much of the regulation in later years has been done by the Department of Commerce, because of the interstate trade and the communications elements of the regulation. Some people say that ICANN itself can operate only if the U.S. government allows it to do so, and allege that the United States Constitution and federal statutes continue to govern the Internet. As a result, we see American congressional committees holding hearings about ICANN's processes,294 and members of the Cabinet reviewing transactions about Internet administration.295 Critics of ICANN who want it to be more representative and accountable through its election structure also seem comfortable, at least if they are Americans, in supporting political control through the U.S. government.296

**Standards bodies**

The thesis of this part of this paper is that standards themselves are not neutral, that the choices made by their designers have consequences in the political economy of the computer communications that the standards enable. These results may not be intended by their designers, who may not be aware of them. The work of the standards bodies goes on, necessarily. This is not the place to examine in detail their work. We will...
provide here only a brief overview of some of the major players, to help situate the organizations that those interested in electronic government need to keep in mind.

Internationally, a list of the main bodies affecting the Internet may start with the Internet Society (ISOC), a non-profit organization that focuses on standards, public policy, education and membership of the Internet. ISOC sponsors the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which sets the basic inter-computer protocols that make the Internet work, and the Internet Research Task Force, which does longer range research on technical topics of interest. The communications that these bodies are concerned with often occur over networks governed by rules set by the International Telecommunications Union, which coordinates governmental and private sector telecom networks and services. Beyond this, there is the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), which has recently spent considerable energy developing standards for electronic documents.

Many standards that influence authentication of electronic records, a crucial concern of electronic government, are set in the United States by the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST), such as the “technology neutral” rules for electronic signatures, or the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), whose Accredited Standards Committee X9 Financial Industry Standards Inc. has defined the operation of digital signatures and certificates. Private standards are also influential, such as those of the Information Security Committee of the Science and Technology Section of the American Bar Association, whose Digital Signature Guidelines set the tone for discussion of the subject for years, and whose new Public Key Infrastructure Appraisal Guidelines seem likely to do the same for PKI systems. In Europe, the Information and Communications Technologies Standards Board sponsors the creation of the European Electronic Signature Standard, which people are looking to in order to make practical their compliance with the Electronic Signature Directive.

In Canada, electronic documents and signatures have been the subject of discussions by the Standards Council of Canada, the Canadian General Standards Board, whose work on micrographics and electronic records as documentary evidence has been very influential, and the Telecommunications Standards Advisory Council of Canada. Many of these are encouraged by the Electronic Commerce Task Force run by Industry Canada. Finally, the Quebec legislation on new technologies provides a role for standards in general and the Bureau de normalisation du Québec in particular in ensuring that electronic records to which Quebec law applies are reliable and consistent with best practices internationally.

It can be seen that the governing authorities for the development of standards for electronic communications are very diverse. Developing the thesis that their work constitutes a kind of law within which electronic government must operate, and which democratic government must be able to account for, will require a good deal of thought and practical politics in the future.

**Conclusion**

The terrain on which government is expected to do its job is not stable. Knowing who is doing what to whom, and how to make them stop doing it or do it some other way, presents a multitude of new challenges. However, it is clear that some of the traditional legal tools are still available, and the courts and administrative tribunals have found ways to assert authority over activities brought before them. It appears likely that less direct methods of controlling behaviour will prove fruitful to supplement the institutional regulators. The broader the level of behaviour, however, the less clear are the means of control — the electronic economy is harder to regulate at the macro level than individual businesses. Meanwhile the processes of government are evolving, along with its relationship with its citizens as citizens.

Questions of law merge with questions of political economy and questions of technology. For the moment, there seems limited potential for law reform in aid of the issues discussed in this paper. This does not exclude focused responses to particular problems, but governments will need prudence to ensure that their measures affect only the targets sought; the risk of spillover effects is high, and the legitimacy of the effort will be called into question. The ground needs to be clearer, and the potential of existing institutions and practices better explored, before broad new legislation is likely to be appropriate. Applying this thesis will be challenging, since the interests at stake are important. Governments are under pressure to do something. However, the CRTC has resisted that pressure so far for Internet regulation, and more study seems the order of the day in issues in the electronic economy and electronic democracy.
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